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For over 35 years Jetmaster Fireplaces Australia has been a leader in providing 
the best quality fireplaces for Australian homes. Our expertise in properly 
understanding the conditions, needs and the warm environment you are 

seeking to create sets us apart. It’s also why we offer one of the most complete 
ranges of leading fireplaces to suit Australian living. At Jetmaster Fireplaces 

Australia our commitment is to deliver the most rewarding, lasting and 
enjoyable ownership experience for you.



Beautifully crafted and offering an 
endless array of design possibilities 
our range of open fireplaces provide 
superior heat efficiency with lasting 
workmanship.

OPEN F IREPLACES 
(wood/so l id  fue l  &  gas)

Our range of slow combustion 
fireplaces are specially suited to 
the heating needs of the Australian 
environment being highly efficient 
and flexible.

SLOW COMBUSTION 

The advanced design and technology 
of our Heat&Glo range means you can 
experience the warmth and beauty of 
an enclosed gas fireplace with superb 
heating capability.  

ENCLOSED GAS

Our stunning Horizon fireplaces 
create a beautiful ambience with 
their long slim-line form and can be 
designed to suit almost anywhere, 
in any style.

OPEN FEATURE F IRES

Adding a new dimension to 
entertainment areas, our outdoor BBQ 
also conveniently doubles as a fireplace 
enhancing the enjoyment of your 
outdoor living area.

OUTDOOR



UNIVERSAL GAS



Nothing completes your home quite like 

a Jetmaster fireplace. Available in both 

wood (solid fuel) and gas, they combine 

superior heat efficiency and endless design 

possibilities, without incurring the expense 

of a full brick chimney. Super-efficient 

and easy to light, Jetmaster fireplaces are 

cleverly designed not to smoke and require 

little cleaning. Jetmaster fireplaces are 

also unconditionally guaranteed to work 

beautifully for 15 years.

UNIVERSAL WOOD

UNIVERSAL OUTDOOR



MEZZO SERIES



With an eye toward design and innovative 

technologies, Heat & Glo fireplaces are 

capable of pushing the boundaries of 

where fire can go and how it can look with 

their balanced flue gas technology. Very 

easy to install, with straight out the back 

venting options, they’re ideal for multi-

storey dwellings on an outside wall. Heat & 

Glo units can also be vented in a number 

of versatile vertical and horizontal flueing 

options. In fact you can vent Heat & Glo 

units up to 4.9m* horizontally with up to 

three 90 degree bends. With Heat & Glo 

you can experience the warmth and beauty 

of a gas fireplace virtually anywhere and in 

any style.

SLRX

3X



SEE THROUGH CUBE ON SPHERE BASE



One of the world’s leading specialist 

fireplace design and manufacturing 

companies since 1969, Kemlan fireplaces 

are proud to have remained family owned 

and Australian made. Every Kemlan 

slow combustion fireplace is crafted to 

exacting standards of quality, reliability 

and innovative design to suit today’s 

contemporary living. Purpose built for 

Australian heating conditions and hard 

woods, nothing quite delivers the quick 

heat when you need it and long burn times 

when you want it. 

CELESTIAL 900 INSERT

CUBE ON MERIDIAN BASE SUPER NOVA INSERT



CANTILEVER



These stunning decorative gas fires 

symbolise our commitment to offer the 

best in gas technology. Horizon fireplaces 

are now available with a Heat Zone kit 

which transform these beautiful decorative 

fireplaces into effective and powerful 

heaters. A defining feature of the Horizon 

range is the floating burner, hidden controls 

and stylish slimline design. Plus, Horizon 

fireplaces have a high gas input which 

achieve more flame, more glow and inviting 

radiant heat. 

EDGE

LOW LINE DOUBLE SIDED



OUTDOOR

PATIO HORIZON PANORAMIC

The Patio Horizon Outdoor gas fire will add 

an amazing feature to your outdoor space. 

No flue is necessary so it’s easy to install, 

and with the flick of a switch, you can 

create a warm ambient setting. 

Extend your outdoor entertainment season 

by enjoying the radiant heat and ambiance 

created on those cooler Autumn and Spring 

months.

The Panoramic comes standard with 

porcelain liners this gives a mesmerising 

reflection of flame on all three sides 

enhancing the already impressive flame. 



The Patio Horizon Island is a stunning 

feature for any outdoor area. Its rectangular 

crystal fire burners are made from high 

quality 304 stainless steel and includes 

tempered glass, with 4 different styles 

and colours to choose from and 1 drift 

wood log set option. It also comes with a 

contemporary lightweight concrete top.

The steel base can either be used as its own 

feature or you have the option to clad with 

any weather proof product.  

The Patio Horizon Onyx will be the center 

piece of your outdoor entertainment area, 

with its architectural design fully spun laser 

cut steel top and base and the amazing 

round 304 S/S fully welded burner that 

gives a spectacular flame and breathtaking 

radiant heat.

Choose from a range of media options to 

create the look that suits you.  

PATIO HORIZON ISLAND

PATIO HORIZON ONYX



Cleverly designed, the Jetmaster 

contractor range of built in BBQ’s add 

a new dimension to entertainment areas 

around which friends and family can gather. 

Conveniently usable as an outdoor fireplace 

as well as a BBQ, the timeless Jetmaster 

design will beautifully enhance your patio or 

outdoor entertainment living area.

OUTDOOR BBQ FIREPLACE 

OUTDOOR BBQ FIREPLACE 



Providing warmth, ambience and chic 

contemporary detail the new Jetmaster

gas fire pit burners make a statement 

in modern outdoor living. Stainless steel 

linear and round burner designs produce  

beautiful long ribbon smoke free flames 

to allow endless outdoor cooler night 

entertainment. Glittering glass stones 

provide a mesmerising appearance of a 

liquid flowing lava stream replicating a 

modern campfire ambience. Install in almost 

any location as no flue is required and finish 

either as a contemporary fireplace or table 

top type fire pit in any non-combustible 

material.

CUSTOM GAS FIRE PIT



NSW - 55 Marrickville Road Marrickville 2204

QLD - 13 French Ave Brendale 4500

SA - 40 Maple Ave Forestville 5035

For the entire Jetmaster range, visit your nearest showroom 

jetmaster.com.au ı 1300 538 627
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